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BBB Accreditation

Debt Defense Services, LLC is not BBB Accredited.

Businesses are under no obligation to seek BBB accreditation, and some businesses are not accredited

because they have not sought BBB accreditation.

To be accredited by BBB, a business must apply for accreditation and BBB must determine that the business

meets BBB accreditation standards, which include a commitment to make a good faith effort to resolve any

consumer complaints. BBB Accredited Businesses must pay a fee for accreditation review/monitoring and for

support of BBB services to the public.

Reason for Rating

BBB rating is based on 13 factors. Get the details about the factors considered.

Factors that lowered Debt Defense Services, LLC's rating include:

Business has failed to resolve underlying cause(s) of a pattern of complaints.

Factors that raised Debt Defense Services, LLC's rating include:

Length of time business has been operating.

Complaint volume filed with BBB for business of this size.

Response to 33 complaint(s) filed against business.

Resolution of complaint(s) filed against business.

Read complaint details

33 complaints closed with BBB in last 3 years | 9 closed in last 12 months

Customer Complaints Summary

Complaint Type Total Closed Complaints

Advertising / Sales Issues 1

Billing / Collection Issues 3

Delivery Issues 1

Problems with Product / Service 28

Guarantee / Warranty Issues 0

Total Closed ComplaintsTotal Closed Complaints 33

Additional Complaint InformationAdditional Complaint Information

In January, 2014, BBB contacted DDS regarding a pattern of consumer complaints that had been filed against the

company. The allegations presented to business by BBB and the business' subsequent response to each specific

concern is below:

***Consumer claim DDS says they will consolidate debt and/or stop collections on credit accounts

**Business response: "DDS customer agreement does not in any way state that DDS will be consolidating their

customer's debt...DDS does advise consumers that it has had success in stopping collection calls in the past, it also

makes it very clear that it does not warrant that such calls will cease entirely..."

***Consumers state funds they remit to DDS are being held and not being distributed to their creditors

**Business response: "DDS clearly advises its customers verbally and in the agreement itself that DDS' services are

limited to providing education to its customers regarding their creditors and the procedures their customers'

creditors must follow when attempting to collect alleged debts from them..."

***Consumers continue to receive calls and letters informing them that their accounts have been sent to collection

agencies

**Business response: "...it also makes it very clear that it does not warrant that such calls will cease entirely. To that

end, DDS' customer agreement states 'Debt Defense Services cannot control the activities of third party creditors,

debt collectors, and/or credit reporting agencies."

***Consumers were told to stop making payments to creditors while setting up account with DDS

**Business response: "...DDS' customer agreement states 'Client agrees and acknowledges the fact that Client

remains personally responsible for all their accounts, even if Client has defaulted on such or if a third party collector

fails to respond to a validation request and/or responds to such request with insufficient documentation."

***Consumers not receiving promised refunds

**Business response: "DDS clearly outlines its refund policy to its customers both before they enter into an

agreement with DDS and in the agreement itself. In some circumstances DDS has provided refunds to customers

who were not entitled to receive such refunds...because DDS was concerned that such customers had been

dissatisfied with DDS' services."

***Consumer allege lack of customer-service; failure to contact or follow up with consumer; misinformation given to

consumers (debt consolidation versus debt validation)

**Business response: "DDS denies the fact that it has failed to contact or follow up with its customers. However...DDS

has recently hired several additional customer service representatives so that it is sufficiently equipped to handle it

(sic) recent increase in business...(and) implemented a uniform quality control procedure ('QCP') that its customer

service representatives must adhere to when communicating with DDS' customers or performing services for DDS'

customers."

In general, the business responded indicating that they believed the increase in the complaints filed was based an

increased volume of business and indicated they had hired new customer service representatives in order to

accommodate this growth. The business also provided additional information about the services they provide, as

outlined in the "Products and Services" section of this review.

BBB acknowledges that all individual complaints filed against this company are answered promptly, professionally,

and generally to the satisfaction of the complainants by offering to an explanation of the service agreement and a

refund.

Read Complaints | Definitions | BBB Complaint Process | File a Complaint

Read customer reviews

0 Customer Reviews Customer Reviews on Debt Defense Services, LLC

Customer Reviews Summary

Customer Experience Total Customer Reviews

Positive Experience

Neutral Experience

Negative Experience

Total Customer ReviewsTotal Customer Reviews 0 Customer Reviews0 Customer Reviews

Read Customer Reviews | Submit a Customer Review | See Trends in Customer Reviews on Debt Defense Services,

LLC

Government Actions

BBB knows of no government actions involving the marketplace conduct of Debt Defense Services, LLC.

What government actions does BBB report on?

Advertising Review

BBB has nothing to report concerning Debt Defense Services, LLC's advertising at this time.

What is BBB Advertising Review?

Additional Information

If a business refers you to another company or uses sub-contractors,

BBB recommends that you research that company including reviewing

their BBB business review.

Based on a review of documents provided by DDS and exchanges of

information between the business and BBB in order to discern the

nature of their business, DDS states they provide the following

services:

***Debt Education: 

**"Consumers receive value from our services because we educate

them relating to their debtor rights and then provide document

preparation and form transmittal services in an attempt to reduce

creditor harassment and help the consumer better understand and

communicate the situation." 

**"Generally, we are similar to a credit counselor but we do not

provide or sell debt management plans nor do we provide a

mechanism wherein consumers pay their creditors through our

company..."

***Debt validation: 

**"DDS, when appropriate, will dispute the validity of a debt from the

entity attempting to collect such a debt from a DDS customer. DDS

does not dispute the reporting of the debt with any of the credit

reporting agencies" 

**"DDS does not provide debt settlement or negotiation services"

***Document preparation

**"DDS provides its customers with document preparation services so

that its customers are capable of verifying their alleged debts with

their creditors" 

**"Specifically, DDS will prepare documents for its customers to review

so that DDS can correspond with their customers creditors concerning

the validity of their customers' debt(s)"

***Membership/Discount programs

**DDS provides "membership programs to consumers who are then

eligible to receive valuable discounts and services...similar to coupon

programs"

***Referrals to Credit Repair programs

**"(DDS) may...refer a consumer to an independent credit repair

agency if the customer needs that help instead of or supplemental to

our client services" 

**"DDS clients are not required to use credit repair services. However,

should a DDS customer choose to use a credit repair service, then

they will receive that service at a discounted rate. Such a discounted

rate is a benefit of their DDS membership. DDS does not own, provide,

or guarantee any credit repair services and does not require its

customers to participate in a credit restoration program." 

**"DDS is not paid for referrals. It makes no money either directly or as

a commission from referrals" 

BBB file opened: 10/10/2012

Business started: 01/17/2011

Business started locally: 01/28/2011

Type of EntityType of Entity

Limited Liability Corporation

Business ManagementBusiness Management

Mr. Charles (Scott) Solomon (President; Resident Agent)

Number of EmployeesNumber of Employees

22

Business CategoryBusiness Category

Debt Relief Services, Debt Relief Education, Legal Document

Assistance

Products & ServicesProducts & Services

This business provides resources to enable customers to

independently validate personal debt. This business does not provide

legal services and is not engaged as a "credit repair" entity which is a

regulated industry in Maryland.

Refund and Exchange PolicyRefund and Exchange Policy

According to their website and customer agreements, Debt Defense

Services offers a 100% Money Back Guarantee, stating that "If any

entity claiming a DDS customer owes it a debt adequately validates

the debt by providing documentation that it is lawfully obligated to

provide in response to such a validation request, and DDS does not

find any violations of law in the collection of such a debt, DDS will

provide a refund of fees to its customer proportionate to the fees they

paid to DDS regarding the debt"

Industry TipsIndustry Tips

Debt Negotiation/Debt Settlement

Consumer Rights for Debt Collection

Education Information - Debt Management & Debt Settlement (MDAG)

Debt Settlement October 2010
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